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INTRODUCTION 

Qualifications and Experience 

1. My full name is Kyle Moore Davis.   

2. My qualifications and experience are contained in my evidence dated 10 

December 2015. 

3. I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses contained in the 

Environment Court Practice Note (updated 1 December 2014) and I agree 

to comply with it. My qualifications as an expert are set out above. I confirm 

that the issues addressed in this statement of evidence are within my area 

of expertise. I have not omitted to consider material facts known to me that 

might alter or detract from the opinions expressed. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

4. My evidence describes the assemblage and configuration of Sites of Ngāi 

Tahu Cultural Significance in the original Ngāi Tahu submission and the 

research and mapping exercise undertaken during the joint work 

programme with Christchurch City Council.  

SCOPE OF EVIDENCE 

5. I cover the following in my evidence: 

(a) The Sites of Ngāi Tahu Cultural Significance of the Ngāi Tahu 

submission; 

(b) The mapping methodology employed for the joint Ngāi Tahu/CCC 

work programme; 

(c) Confirmation of agreement to change set maps, and any 

outstanding mapping issues; and 

(d) A consideration of the Ngā Tutohu Whenua site category discussed 

by Mr Pauling in his supplementary evidence. 
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SITES OF NGĀI TAHU CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE AND THE NGĀI TAHU 

SUBMISSION 

6. As outlined in my statement of evidence in relation to this Proposal dated 

10 December 2015, the Ngāi Tahu submission included a schedule of 

Sites of Ngāi Tahu Cultural Significance (SoNTCS) accompanied by 

property-level mapping showing the geographical extent of those sites. 

These sites were compiled, via various Rūnanga Focus Working Group 

(RFWG) hui and in consultation with Ngāi Tahu Archives, on the basis that 

they are suitably identified for and relevant for inclusion in a District Plan 

framework. It is often difficult to relegate Māori heritage or places of 

significant interest to site specific geographic locales to fit within a western 

planning paradigm. With general regards to Te Wai Pounamu, ancestral 

occupation and utilisation (and contemporary regard for), the (un-

interrupted) occurrence of this was, for around 50 generations, widespread 

and consistent from the 13th century until Pakeha contact and settlement in 

the late 18th and early to mid 19th centuries respectively.  

7. Sites identified from within the Christchurch District, a geographic 

component of Te Wai Pounamu/ Te Waka o Aoraki and the Ngāi Tahu 

Takiwā, came from existing publicly available sources. These sources 

include; Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga (HNZPT) listings, New 

Zealand Archaeological Association (NZAA) listings, the Ngāi Tahu Claims 

Settlement Act 1998 (NTCSA 1998), Iwi Management Plans (Mahaanui 

Kura Taiao 2013, Te Whakatau Kaupapa 1990), and Cultural reports for 

the Belfast and Southwest Area Plans.  

8. Sites were categorised into the following within the Ngāi Tahu submission: 

  Wāhi Tapu/Taonga 

 Ngā Turanga Tupuna, and  

 Ngā Wai.  

9. The evidence of Ms Legarth provides a more detailed summary of the 

intent of the submission with regard to the three categories.   

10. The naming and conceptualisation of these category names are largely 

Ngāi Tahu conceived iterations, for the purpose of being considered for 
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District Plan context, of the mattters described in Section 6(e) of the 

Resource Management Act 1991. Namely, the relationship of Ngāi Tahu 

and “their culture and traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites, 

waahi tapu, and other taonga…”. The evidence of Ms Legarth1 explores 

this further and I understand this statutory context will be outlined in legal 

submissions.   

11. Various hui involving representatives from the 6 Papatipu Rūnanga with an 

interest in the Christchurch District geographic space and knowledge 

pertaining to SoNTCS within it, constituting a Rūnanga Focus Working 

Group (RFWG) were held throught the submission drafting process. 

12. It is also worth noting that the schedule of SoNTCS included with the Ngāi 

Tahu submission should not be considered exhaustive. Many other 

perceivably localisable SoNTCS are known to exist within the Christchurch 

District and will require further research and consideration by Papatipu 

Rūnanga and Ngāi Tahu scholars before inclusion in any statutorily 

documented form. I consider that the submitted schedule represents the 

best available assemblage of SoNTCS for consideration within a District 

Plan context, compiled within the relative constraints of the overall process. 

13. I reiterate the above from paragraph 6 to highlight that significant work and 

consideration by Ngāi Tahu had gone into the compilation of SoNTCS. The 

rebuttal evidence of Mr Pauling dated 15 January 2016 outlined 

problematics associated with the mapped iterations of a number of the 

scheduled sites. Following the conclusion of the initial hearing of this 

matter Ngāi Tahu and the Christchurch City Council (CCC) were directed 

to progress a joint works programme (as set out in the schedule attached 

in the joint memorandum of counsel dated 18 February 2016). 

14. I was directly involved in this joint programme. A component of this 

programme was to re-assess the functionality of the mapped SoNTCS 

areas included in the Ngāi Tahu submission and develop refined mapped 

representations for the necessary sites listed in Mr Pauling’s evidence. 

                                                
1
 EIC of Ms Legarth dated 13 January 2016, in addition to her Supplementary evidence 

dated 22 April 2016. 
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MAPPING METHODOLOGY OF JOINT WORK PROGRAMME 

15. The methodology described and outlined in Sections 3 and 5 of Mr 

Pauling’s evidence of 15 April 2016 is an accurate portrayal of research 

and methods employed to derive a subsequent set of mapped SoNTCS 

extents for consideration by the respective CCC and Ngāi Tahu planning 

experts during the joint work programme. 

16. The time given by the Panel to enable us to collaboratively conduct further 

research was indeed helpful and useful. More resources to support the 

validity and justification of SoNTCS included in the Ngāi Tahu submission 

was found. A number of more accurately mapped sites have been 

produced for consideration as a result of this process. 

17. As a result of the mapping exercise Mr Pauling and I have agreed on a 

number of refinements.  I have also had the opportunity to discuss these 

with the RFWG.   

SITE SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS 

Outstanding Mapping Issues 

Site 30 – Raekura 

I agree with the evidence of Mr Pauling at para. 5.11 (a) of his 

supplementary evidence.  I wish to note that the extended site form takes 

in red zone land.  At the time of drafting this evidence I understand that 

discussions with the Crown are ongoing with regard to the larger site 

refinement as the landowner of red zone land (See map 1)    

Site 45  – Waikakahi 

I agree with the assessment of Mr Pauling at para. 5.17 of his 

supplementary evidence.  I wish to note also that the new shape proposed 

for Waikaikahi in conjunction with the addition of the mapped shape for the 

Mara kai tawhito (ancient gardens) at Te Marokura should, in my opinion 

be made Wāhi Tapu/Taonga as falls within the original Kaitorete (Site 64) 

Wāhi Tapu/Taonga mapped extent in the Ngāi Tahu submission (See map 

2). 
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Site 50 – Oruapaeroa, and 51  – Te Oranga 

18. I agree with the evidence of Mr Pauling at para. 5.20 (a) and (b) of his 

supplementary evidence.  I wish to note that the extended site form takes 

in red zone land.  At the time of drafting this evidence I understand that 

discussions with the Crown are ongoing with regard to the larger site 

refinements of Sites 50 and 51 as the landowner of red zone land (See 

map 3)    

Site 56 – Little Hagley Park 

19. Further research revealed a refined extent as pictured in Taylor, W.A. 

(1935) Portion of a Deed of Hagley Park showing the Native Reserve. CM 

1968.213.2430. William Anderson Taylor Photograph Collection, 

Canterbury Museum (Map 4b). The RFWG agreed with this extent and in 

my opinion this is the preferred extent (See map 4a) 

Site 57 – Putarikamotu 

20. Two new shapes have been drafted for consideration. Shape a) considers 

the former extent of the Podocarp forest based on a consideration of 

vegetation extents from the Drainage Board interpretation of the 1856 

Black Map survey map series. Shape b) follows the present day extent of 

the Podocarp forest, comparativley analysed with the ONL shape for the 

reserve. Either shape, including the original Ngāi Tahu elipse could 

conceivably represent Putarikamotu from my perspective (See map 5). 

21. Site 64 – Kaitorete Spit 

I agree with the mapping extent shown in the maps appended to Mr 

Pauling’s evidence, for this site.  However, I note that in Mr Pauling’s 

evidence at 5.14 (b) he proposes that this site should be a Ngā Turanga 

Tupuna. I understand that the representative for Taumutu Runanga in the 

RFWG has reiterated to Ms Stevens (Senior Planner at Te Rūnanga o 

Ngāi Tahu) the particular importance of this Spit as a whole.  The 

representative has confirmed to Ms Stevens  that this site should be 

afforded the protection of the Wahi Tapu/Wāhi Taonga category within this 

District Plan. From an archaeological perspective, a minimum of 122 

archaeological sites of Māori origin are located on the spit and are 

registered with the New Zealand Archaeological Association (NZAA). 
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Several of of these have yielded unique 15th century Taonga Tuturū, 

including the earliest examples of Te Waipounamu Māori Raranga 

(Weaving)2. This archaeological siginificance lends credence to 

recognising Kaitorete as a Wāhi Tapu/Taonga within the District Plan 

context. (See map 6). 

NGĀ TUTOHU WHENUA 

22. I confirm that the New Cateogory as described and outlined in Sections 4 

of Mr Pauling’s evidence of 15 April 2016 is based on an iteration of 

Cultural Landscapes described in section 5.8 of the Mahaanui Iwi 

Management Plan 2013 and further quoted in section 4.3 of Mr Pauling’s 

evidence. 

23. It is my understanding that these catchment style divisions of the 

Canterbury Region were conceived to denote cultural management 

catchments to link to one or several Papatipu Rūnanga with Mana Whenua 

interests in that catchment. In my view this is a modest attempt at adopting 

a western-style regionalised resource management system and a 

perceivable division of areas of responsibility. Conveniently these 

catchments are then divided up into chapters within the Iwi Management 

Plan (IMP) with specific Policies, issues and objectives, etc, relevant to 

each catchment. 

24. For the purposes of the joint work programme the Geographic Information 

System (GIS) data used to draft the maps for the IMP were supplied to 

CCC by Ngāi Tahu. 

25. I agree with Mr. Pauling that these catchment shapes satisfy the tribal 

notion of Ki Uta Ki Tai (Mountains to the Sea) in that the extents and 

margins of those catchments border along various high topography hill-top 

and mountain top geographic features, and have a bordered terminus at 

the coastline or near the end of harbours (where these occur). These 

shapes also satisfy the Ngāi Tahu understanding of the 

interconnectedness of all naturally occurring environmental elements and 

                                                
2
 Smith, C. A, Laing, R.M, Walter, R. (2014) Pre-European Māori textiles from South Island 

New Zealand, Unpublished PhD thesis. Departments of Clothing and Textile Sciences, and 
Anthropology and Archaeology, University of Otago, New Zealand. (Conference Poster 
Attached). 
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entities, including the many historic and contemporary associations with 

ancestral places and resources. 

26. To avoid confusion I wish to clarify that the use of a fourth category was a 

proposal of Mr Pauling’s, which Ngāi Tahu agreed to take back to the 

RFWG for consideration.   

27. From a purely cultural mapping perspective, and having considered 

feedback from the RFWG,  I consider that the larger catchment style 

shapes proposed are not an incorrect expression of cultural values 

associated with catchments.  With reference to my previous comments 

regarding the methodology undertaken to prepare the SoNTCS for the 

Ngāi Tahu submission however, I consider that the Ngā Turanga Tupuna3 

that extend over catchments are an equally viable expression of values 

associated with those catchments.  Indeed, the Ngāi Tahu submission 

provides a more focussed expression of those values in areas which I 

believe are more likely to be developed.   

28. The expression of values in catchments does provide a secondary issue 

which Ngāi Tahu faced in considering the mapped extent of the 

submission.  Which is that the entire district is, in essence, a cultural 

landscape, with historic and contemporary cultural values and associations 

that extend throughout the district.  The mapped component of the Ngāi 

Tahu submission on Chapter 9 sought to consolidate and represent the 

most significant of those associations and values held throughout the 

district. 

29. The approach of utilising catchment style Ngā Tutohu Whenua is 

perceivably a further’ middle-ground approach’ that may be suitable should 

the entire geographic space, now known as Christchurch District, be 

deemed not to be a component of the wider cultural landscape of Ka Pakihi 

Whakatekateka o Waitaha (Canterbury Plains) or indeed Te Wai Pounamu 

Ko te Waka o oraki hoki (the South Island). 

30. Whether or not these catchments are suitable within the context of a 

District Plan, and would benefit the wider public and Ngāi Tahu whānui with 

                                                
3
 (Site ID, Whakaraupō (Site ID 71), Koukourārata (Site ID 72), Ōnuku (Site ID 73), 

Wairewa (Site ID 74) catchments 
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heritage protections or as information resource, I leave firmly for 

consideration by planning professionals. 

CONCLUSION 

31. I share Mr Paulings opinion that the further research and mapping 

undertaken to produce additional alternative and refined mapped shapes 

was very useful. The refined mapped sites are for the most part agreeable 

in my opinion, and a subsection majority are unquestionably suitable for 

inclusion in a District Plan context, and further achieves outcomes sought 

in the Ngāi Tahu submission. 

 

He mihi whakakotahitanga ki koutou katoa, 

Nahaku noa nā, 

 

Kyle Moore Davis 

22 April 2016 
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